NATHAN GUO

PORTFOLIO

ROOT NODE
Interactive Intallation
Ars Electronica Festival 2014
vimeo.com/107828381
2014

Root Node is a site-specific interactive installation. It involves stacked layers of disassembled
remote controllers that are strung together by conductive rods and planted into the ground. Whenever its root gets damp, nodes can be generated due to the conductivity of the earth interface, which
in turn triggers the pulse-signal-based soundscape. The visitor wears the head-mount device to
receive the signals within the range of the infred light.
Inspired by Niklas Luhmann’s notion of structural coupling and the materiality of communication,
Root Node also refers to the topmost section in a tree data structure in the context of computer
science. The work functions as a reconfiguration of the exorbitant existence of techno narratives; as
a poem depicting the metabolic process of signals; as “the reconstruction of deconstruction”; as a
posthuman totem of worship…

ON/OFF

Water the root of sculpture with the can.

Map generated by the darts:

WANDERL_ST
Interactive Intallation
Ars Electronica Center, 2015
vimeo.com/137804691
2015

That is, information is a measure of one's freedom of choice when one selects a message. —Shannon & Weaver
Wanderl_st is an interactive installation which utilizes the digital dartboard system as an agent of google map navigator. The user can get to certain
geo-locations step by step according to the relative positions of thrown darts on board. Meanwhile the routes are collected and the familiar directional
guidance is translated spatially into rhythmic acoustic. The computing queries therefore creates an innovative way to explore the geographical territory
with trans-spacial experience. The underscore in Wanderl_st can be replaced by "a", "i", "o" or "u" to formulate multiple layers of perceptions and understandings.
Wanderl_st intend to explore the interrelational attributes of communication such as uncertainty, anticipatory, predictability, capacity and redundancy.
This playable interface approach provides a cyber-nomadic lifestyle but also to some extends acts as irony to the excessive use of technology in digital
culture.
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CODED INTIMACY
Projection Mapping
Crossing Europe Film Festival
vimeo.com/126106911
2015

Coded Intimacy is facade projection remixing the film THE
VISIT. It is realized by Mihaela Kavdanska & Nathan Guo. It was
presented during the renowned 2015 Crossing Europe Festival in Linz, Austria. This project translates film into text and
code by translating the moving image into ASCII code. It is not
only a reference to an early computer language, but also
transfers the films of the festival as moving images into public
space in an unusual way.

CHINESE TONES
VISUALIZATION
Interactive Installation
Beijing Design Week, 2011
Art and Science Triennial, 2012

The tones is the natvural born characteristic
of Chinese. Generation by generation, word
by word we inherit the functionality of them.
Using Chinese as the mother tongue, Chinese
people hardly sense the wave of
tones that generate when speaking certain
words. In contrast, increasing number of

@#$%^…
Interactive Installation
Translife: Media Art Triennial, Beijing
2011

Chinese learners often time feel the function
of tones is the most difficult part of Chinese.
Play with tones is such a vocal interactive
installation that trying to evoke and redis-

@#$%^… is an interactive installation that aims to make abstract data more accessible to audiences through

cover the beautiful nature of Chinese tones.

means of data sonification. @#$%^… utilizes environmental data collected by sensors in various cities through-

It basically captures the tones while the

out the world, and maps this information accordingly onto ambient city noises recorded in said cities. The com-

participants speak, and then put the tones

posited audio results are then displayed in real-time through stereos that are fully immersed in semi-liquefied

together, so it become an undetermined

silicone material. Encircling each stereo are six mechanical claws that open and close in correspondence with the

wave that stretch on the screen. The varia-

sounds, and in the process, attempt to open up the surrounding material and let out the muffled urban noises.

tion and the pattern of tones form a context
of various games. The participants can either

Audiences will be provided with stethoscopes to probe into the sonic environment of the installation and listen

build the certain wave according to the

to the “cries” that are suppressed and entrapped within.

pattern, or make improvisation while playing.

Exhibited in Beijing Design Week

Exhibited in 3rd Art and Science Symposium

LOGABLE WALLET
Device
Product Concept
2014

The project enables the wallet to log the metadata of each purchase in our
daily life by utilizing the most fundamental gestures. For instance, changing
angel of it can input the diferent numerous value.

Customized e-tags
Trigger by the thumb,
the tag is added when
you pull the bill out

Gears transmit the
rotation to encoder
Arduino tracks
rotation infomation

Mirror reflects the
image of keys

MELOKEY

10 E

Interactive Installation
https://youtu.be/G2E9-UCBQyU
2014

uro

10

Microcontroller

Melokey is an embedded musical apparatus which
captures the profiles of the key and their gestures
and synthesize diverse sounds. It also encourages
multiple people to play together and formulates
musical ensemble.
Potentialmeter
The poti can decide the
angle of the wallet

Speakers

Realtime Display
Three digit display for realtime
track of the expenses

Full function of time and space
stamp for each purchase.
Triggered response to the tag
scanner

Arduino Micro deals with the
main control.

key slot

Rotary encoder
in each direction

GPS Module

Number Pad
Incase of manual input
or further edit

SD card Logger
Micro SD card for store the
data in the form of spreadsheet

SENSEPARATION
CAVE Installation
http://senseparation.net/ 2014

ALIBI PROJECT
Interactive Installation
2016

Alibi is a speculative and interactive installation that creates an astronaut
The interdisciplinary and experimental project focuses on the cross-border networking of people between virtual and real space. An encounter between two people takes
place at different locations. Tactile, visual and auditory sensory perception are separated and therefore amplified in order to initiate an encounter. By means of an avatar,
the user in virtual reality is able to interact with the person in the real space. This

suit for fish and gives its ability to move around taking advantage of robotic
arm.
Inspired by the "Becoming Animal" by Gilles Deleuze and the appraoch of
critical design, this project intends to propose an ecosystem and biosphere
for animal, pro- vide a high tech scenario and the right to explore the

allows for experiencing distant encounters in a new way. In this project, I contributed

"outer-space" for the animal, meanwhile to give people a vigilant and reflec-

to the design of the vest.

tive contemplation.

RERUN MARIO

BIKEYBOARD

Interactive Installation
Maker Carnival
vimeo.com/41613719
2012

Interactive Installation
Time’s Up Robotic Workshop
vimeo.com/104251265
2014

ReRun Mario is an experimental and interactive installa-

Bikeyboard is an interface that modifies the mechanics of

tion. It allows people to play Super-Mario with a running

the bicycle and gives users the new experience to type

machine. It intuitively transfer the control pannel into the

letters on the keyboard. It was done and shown after the

human gesture inc. run forward and backward, jump etc. It

robotic workshop in Linz, Austria.

creates the brand-new opportunity to work out with tons
of joyness and happiness.

CYBER NEWS SERVICE
Logo Design
Internet News Agency
2011

Cyber News Service is one of the most well-known
media in Renmin University of China. They commissioned redesign of their logo in the year of 2011.
Extracting the connection node and news attribute, I
design the logo for them.

ENRICEN GAME
ENRICEN GAME
Logo Design
2016

WIFI PLUS APP
Wifi Utility App Icon
Client Sonidigg

The client Wifi+ needs the icon for
their new update. The requirements
are: metaphor of the wifi navigation
feature; applying Google New Material Design principles; creative and
recognizable.

WISDOM BANK
Logo Design
2014

The client is Enricen Game, a game start-up in
Beijing. They need the new logo to express themselves with the identity of innovative sharpness.

Wisdom Bank is a company that deals with the
business exchange trip targeting for both government
and entrepreneur.They wanted to convey the concept
of power and strengthen the mind.
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CREATICA LAB
Logo Design
2013

Creatica Lab is the first Kid Makerspace in
China. The core focus is curriculum development (maker and creative learning content)
for kids ages 6-14 and Makerspace for Kids
space design to shape culture and habits for
creative collaboration.
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REDESIGN TWITTER BUTTON
Motion Design
https://goo.gl/qHKXum
2016

SUMMER CAMP
Poster Design
2014

The poster is for the first Creatica Summer
Camp in 2014. There were five core creative
workshops which were supervised by five
international teachers.

The project aims to add a rating star system
for organizing the following users. The rate
will affect the frequency of the tweets
accordingly. The mostion design shows the
micro-interaction on the button.

FOLLOWED
MOUSEOVER
Unfollow

CREATICA SUMMER CAMP
Mentorship/Designer
2013

Creatica is a summer camp aiming to ignite creative thinking through hands-on prototyping
activities and workshops. We want to complement the existing education system---by guiding
children to think, argue, create, question, and investigate the truth behind the "common sense"
in the world. We also hope to help our students prepare for society's future needs, developing
their talents in design, invention, strategic planning, and decision-making. With its workshop
approach, Creatica blends themes of science, art, and society, stimulating creativity in diverse
forms. Campers will examine the latest achievements in science, technology, and the arts, gain
practical and theoretical knowledge, and learn to use innovative tools.

1KG-CIR WORKSHOP IN GANSU PROVINCE
Mentorship/Designer
2012

The goal of 1kg-cir (short for 1kg-circuit, 一公斤电子) is to make the joy and creative of technology available to everyone, from maker, citizen, campus student, to those children who don't have the chance to
touch this tech world. To pursuit this destination 1kg-cir will operate as non-profit organization (NGO)
with 1kg-wiki to integrate knowledge and information, the list of components in 1kg-box that make
anyone can start a 20 dollar full function general electronics lab on the lap, and the 1kg-volunteer team
to help more and more people especially children have the choice touch with the joy of technology. There
are several portable toolkit for teaching purpose. I am core member of the team and in charge of package design and visual pamphlet design.

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS
Dne in college
2008-2011

CONSULTATION PROJECT
Technical Design/Animation
2014
Concultation project is an artistic project which combines traditional Chinese I-ching ceremony
with modern bio-techonolgy. In collaboration with the artist, we designed the system with the
techinical modeling and drawing.
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